Abstract. Efficient schemes called directed loops for cluster updates in Quantum Monte Carlo simulations have recently been proposed, which improve both the efficiency and precision for simulations of quantum models. In this work we show that local detailed balance is not necessary in order to fulfill global detailed balance during the construction of these loops. We therefore propose to insert additional degrees of freedom into the directed loop equations, resulting in even more efficient algorithms. Our approach works directly in the natural representation of an extended space where the matrix elements of the operators defining the worm (broken worldline segments) are taken into account.
Loop, cluster or worm algorithms [1] have greatly improved over the past 10 years the efficiency of Quantum Monte Carlo simulations of lattice models. Very recently, it was realized that the rules used to construct the "loop" or "worm" in these original works were too restrictive and that one can indeed find other more flexible rules, giving rise to even more efficient simulations. This new method, called "directed loop updates" [2] steams from the idea to minimize the occurence of the "bounce" process, where the worm backtracks and partly erases itself. It has been show that avoiding as much as possible this process leads to smaller autocorrelation times in the Monte Carlo simulations.
In the directed loop scheme [2] , detailed balance is fulfilled at the local level of a vertex, and consequently at the global level between each Monte Carlo step. In this work, we show that local detailed balance is not necessary in order to fulfill global detailed balance : we can add extra factors in the directed loop equations breaking detailed balance at the local level, but recovering it at the global level. The improved directed loop equations that we propose read :
where the notations are defined in figure (1).
is the unknown probability that the worm jumps from leg l i to leg l¦ i and T the operator carried by the worm (T † denotes its hermitian conjugate). The factors f Working in the extended configuration space where vertices and worm are both taken into account, we identify these extra factors f ("worm weights") with the matrix elements of the transformation the worm carries, i.e. f
For example, for quantum spin S models, we have f
s~. This gives a natural interpreation of the coarse grained loop algorithm introduced in Ref. [3] .
We can now solve these improved directed loop equations in order to find the optimal probabilities P b i
With the requirement to minimize as much as possible bounce processes (those where l¦ i¨li ), we arrive in front of a linear programming problem, that can be solved using standard numerical routines. Doing so, we obtain "algorithmic phase diagrams" [2] (not shown in this paper) displaying new regions in parameter space where the algorithm is bounce free, thereby improving previous schemes. Nevertheless, first results on autocorrelation effects in the Monte Carlo simulation seem to indicate that minimizing the bounce process does not always guarantee smaller autocorrelation times, showing that other rules must be taken into account to obtain more optimal Quantum Monte Carlo algorithms for lattice models. Further details and explanations will be given in a forthcoming publication [4] .
